An open poster session showing the results of semester projects from the course i247 with Professor Marti Hearst

VISUALIZING DIGG SUBJECTS
Diane Ko
Ashkan Soltani

BOOKSHELF VISUALIZATION
Devin Blong

FCC LICENSE VISUALIZATION
Joshua Gomez

FARM BILL PROJECT
Jill Blue Lin
Kathleen Lu
Aylin Selcukoglu

VISUALIZING THE CHARITY SECTOR
Nick Rabinowitz
Shawna Hein
Jon Hicks

EXPLORATION OF AAQQA USAGE
Ruchi Kumar
Deepti Chittamuru
Anirban Sen

LATENT SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS IN DIGG
Srikanth Narayan
Isaac Salier-Hellendag
Xiaomeng Zhong

VISUAL ANALYSIS OF A BUILDING EVACUATION
Anuradha Roy
Beat Schwendimann
Ethan DeYoung
Srinivasan Ramaswamy

SAN FRANCISCO WIND DATA
Kichul Lee

MAY 12 10:30 - noon
Room 202, South Hall
All are welcome!